SAMPLE ITINERARY
*Your itineraries can be formatted and styled however you like. This is a general idea for those who may
need some inspiration to get started*

Country
Duration: 10 days
Cities visited: A, B, C, D
Budget (per person):
$XXX for airfare
$XXX for lodging
$XXX for food (~$20 day)
$XXX for transportation
$XXX for tours & spending money
General tips:
- Carry lots of small bills, most places don’t even want to accept 20 dollar bills
- If you have a wifi hotspot bring it, wifi is generally unreliable throughout the country
Day 1
- Arrive to City A
- *Taxi from airport shouldn’t be more than $25; don’t get in taxi before agreeing on
price
- Check in to lodging G ($XXX)
- Activity 1 ($XXX)
- *We used Tour Company X and were very pleased; booked them in advance
through XXX; request John Doe as tour guide
(*we ate dinner at Restaurant X but do not recommend it; price was high & food was not good)
- Spend night
Day 2
- Activity 2 ($XXX)
- *Make sure to bring a jacket because it can get cold
- Catch 1pm bus to City B
- Standard ticket $XXX per person; 3 hour ride
- *Name of bus station is XXX; you will need to catch a taxi to get there and it will
take 20-30 minutes to arrive; it’s near Landmark D and Landmark E
- *Purchase ticket at station; try to keep your luggage with you, not under the bus
- *next bus doesn’t leave until 6pm so try not to miss it
- Arrive in City B around 4pm
- Check in to Lodging H ($XXX)
- Night Activity 3 ($XXX)
- *don’t book in advance; street vendors sell cheaper; shouldn’t be more than $40
- Spend night
Day 3
- We did the following activities:
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-

Cathedral Tour with Company Z ($XXX)
Museum Y ($XXX)
Castle Crawl with Company W ($XXX)
- *should reserve online in advance because it can fill up fast
- *Purchase a citypass at bus station when you arrive and you get a discount on
entry at these places and more
- Here are some other things to do that we didn’t have time for:
- Activity Q
- Tour R
- Activity S
- Spend night
(we found two great spots for mealtime: Restaurant H and Restaurant L; good prices and great
food)
Day 4
- Taxi to airport ($XXX)
- Fly from City B to City C
- Ticket $XXX per person; 4.5 hr flight
- Arrive in City C
- Taxi from airport shouldn’t be more than $10
- Check in to Lodging J & spend the night ($XXX)
- *there’s a night market every Thursday night; check it out if you’re there on a
Thursday
Day 5
- Activity 4
- *Taxis are very expensive in City C; can be as high as $XXX; the city bus is only
$XXX but very crowded; travel time is roughly the same for both
- *for city bus: DON’T take the blue bus that says “Activity 4”, take the yellow bus
that says “Activity 4”!
*Use this sample as a guide when needed. This is not necessarily how all sellers’ itineraries will look*

